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Rather than attempting to predict the onset and progress of specific illnesses  (which is professionally unethical if it crosses the line 
into unqualified diagnostic and/or therapeutic advice and is thus potentially dangerous to the subject's well-being), this spread 
focuses on what the tarot does best: exploring future possibilities, latent tendencies and emerging trends in wellness from both an 
external (Risk Factors) and an internal (Mitigators) perspective. with an eye toward countering weaknesses and reinforcing 
strengths. It can be used for a newborn child to map out the entire life in 45 cards, or for an adult in any one of three life stages using
a 15-card tableau. This is not a “story-telling” spread per se, and it is more research-based and exploratory in essence than advisory. 
It is probably not suitable for springing on walk-in clients, but may have some usefulness where an established reader/client 
relationship already exists in a climate of mutual trust and respect. It could also be of interest to an holistic physician or psychologist
with a particularly open mind. 

The cards can be laid out in any order (I like to work from the center outward, first toward the top and then the bottom), with the 
middle row showing the steady-state baseline or foundation of the individual's physical, mental/emotional and spiritual well-being. 
The positions above reflect hostile external factors that may impinge on any of the three key attributes, and those below convey 
advantageous principles that, if not debilitated through constitutional vulnerability, poor lifestyle management or sheer bad luck as 
shown by the particular cards, can shore up the vigor of the baseline profile. Difficult cards above the baseline may well exacerbate 
the adverse consequences of high-risk conditions, while below they can dilute the potency of any mitigating initiatives.  (More life-
affirming cards will of course have the opposite effect, ameliorating one and bolstering the other.) In the baseline row, unfavorable 
cards can show fundamental flaws in the individual's core resistance to health challenges.  In general, positive cards above the 
baseline can minimize the likelihood and severity of “bad things” happening, while negative cards below may seriously compromise 
the effectiveness of countermeasures. If used, reversed cards anywhere in the spread will make any destructive influences 
represented by those cards harder to detect and assuage while rendering any corrective intervention offered by traditionally 
favorable cards more difficult to formulate and apply.  Recognize that these aren't necessarily case-specific considerations that 
respond to “band-aid” fixes; they typically involve entrenched propensities that demand comprehensive solutions. For example, 
someone who frequently catches colds may exhibit a persistent, unhealthy combination of weakened respiratory immunity and the 
questionable habit of wearing shorts in freezing weather (we all know that teenagers think they're invulnerable).

The Risk Factors are self-explanatory; they are largely external in origin if not always in execution (some capitalize on the victim's 
personal negligence). The intrinsic Mitigators are both natural (a subject's constitution can be either robust or anemic by nature) 
and self-regulated (sound diet, sufficient rest and regular exercise are examples of beneficial lifestyle initiatives). The quality and 
condition of the cards in the countervailing positions and their interaction with the baseline row will have either a salutary or 
detrimental effect on the subject's overall experience of well-being.


